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Motivation
Scientific research of all kinds, from experimental to computational, are plagued with issues regarding reproducible science. In computational chemistry related research, initialization
of the system and application of force field parameters are not rigorously reported. This leads to discrepancies when trying to reproduce research, which leads to the question:
How can a computational study be performed in a way that is Transparent, Reproducible, Usable by others, and Extensible (TRUE)?
Sandve, et al.1 provided ten “rules” for reproducible computational research proposing, among others, that version control, scripting, and public access to scripts, runs, and results,
are key to reproducibility.

Challenge

Develop a set of computational tools to serve as a scriptable, open-source, self-documenting suite of software that assists in the initialization and parameterization of chemical
systems of interest. These systems should be:

• Non-specific
• Force field agnostic
• Engine agnostic
With these design principals in mind, an extensible set of tools can be developed to ensure system initialization and parameterization are reproducible by the general community.

Approach
We describe MoSDeF2, a suite of extensible, open-source, Python tools designed to facilitate the programmatic initialization, atom typing, and screening of chemical systems.
MoSDeF is built around two key pieces of software: mBuild,3,4 and foyer.5,6 mBuild3,4 is used for generating the initial starting configurations of the chemical systems of interest, while
Foyer5,6 is a generalized tool for parameterizing the system. These tools have been used successfully with molecular dynamics simulations and we are currently developing support
for various Monte Carlo simulation engines.7,8

mBuild: a Molecule Builder

mBuild Functionality

mBuild3,4 allows for quickly developing molecular systems in a
hierarchical manner, constructed programmatically from
Compounds.

• Lattice Building

•

Compounds are mBuild’s representation of matter which:

-

Can contain atoms or sets of atoms

-

Can contain other Compounds

-

Contain operations on Compounds

•

σNP

• Nanoparticles

Can contain data and data operators

Place beads onto a
spherical shell

Compounds can be joined to one another through Ports

-

mBuild + Foyer: Towards TRUE
Simulations

Ports are assigned manually based on underlying
chemistry

• Functionalized
Monolayers

- Ports behave like dangling bonds, can be attached to
Compounds

-

Ports, connected through force_overlap method,
allow for Compounds to be joined to one another

Ports attached to a CH2 Compound. Ports
are a collection of four non-interacting particles,
which provide enough unique points in space
to allow for connections between two Ports.

Foyer: a General Atom Typer
Foyer5,6 provides a simulation engine agnostic tool to atom-type
a molecular system using first-order logic. While many current
atom-typing engines use a rigid rule hierarchy, Foyer is flexible
enough where adding a new atom-typing rule will not require an
overhaul of the underlying code base.

Alkane Polymer Surface
Alkane

-CH2
mb.Polymer

• Many more, including
bilayers and stacked lamaelle, MXenes and
nanodroples, that can be easily assembled from the
base data structures and methods

Crystalline
silica

mb.Monolayer
mb.TiledCompound
Duplicated
silica
Alkanefunctionalized silica

• The parameters and rules are both contained in the same
file, separate from the engine itself
• Rules utilize the SMARTS9 molecular structure definitions,
which can be easily validate

In 21 lines of code, a TRUE system for generating solvated boxes
of alkanes in water according to length of the alkane, number of
alkanes, number of water molecules, and target density has been
generated. This structure is then atom typed by Foyer, ready to be
simulated under whichever engine of choice. In the above
example, the engine of choice is GROMACS11.

General Data Format
We have extended the OpenMM10 XML-based forcefield data
file, allowing rules (i.e., “def”) to be encoded via SMARTS9 and
overrides to supersede other definitions. Additionally, we have
supported the addition of DOI attributes, providing a link to the
original source of the parameters. Furthermore, Foyer
automatically logs associations between DOIs and atom types
during the atom-typing process, providing a BibTeX file featuring
the full citation for the sources of all parameters applied to a
particular system, along with additional notes detailing precisely
which atom types are contained within each source.

Shown above is a sample Python script that encapsulates
the process for building variable size alkane chains, attached
to a crystalline silica substrate. Note the use of Ports to
connect the reusable CH2 Compounds to form the polymer.
By wrapping up these repetitious parts of building complex
chemical structures using object-oriented programming
concepts, these traditionally non-trivial starting
configurations are now trivial to produce.

<ForceField>
<AtomTypes>
<Type name="opls_135" class="CT" element="C"
mass="12.01100" \\
def="[C;D4]([C])([H])([H])([H])"
desc="alkane CH3” \\
doi=“10.1021/ja9621760”/>
<Type name="opls_148" class="CT" element="C"
mass="12.01100" \\
def=“[C;D4]([C;%opls_145])([H])([H])([H])”
overrides="opls_135" \\
desc="toluene CH3” doi="10.1021/ja9621760"/>
…
</AtomTypes>
</ForceField>

Additional Information

We are continually adding new functionality to the MoSDeF
toolkit and encourage collaboration with new researchers and
developers. MoSDeF is hosted on GitHub under an MIT open
source license. Issues, feature requests, and contributions are
always welcome.
MoSDeF can also be tied together with workflow managers to
improve the capacity at which screening simulations can be
executed. Large scale screening studies 12,13 have been
successfully completed using the MoSDeF tools and the
signac14and signac-flow15 workflow managers.
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